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Since  the  publication  in  2021  of  Space  and

Missile  Wars:  What  Awaits,  the  Russian Federa‐

tion has intentionally destroyed a satellite in orbit,

[1] China and Russia have deployed new satellites

with  the  potential  to  endanger  other  countries’

high-value spacecraft,[2] and Russia has launched

a  brutal  invasion  and  partial  occupation  of

Ukraine,  punctuated  by  missile  barrages  against

civilian infrastructure[3] and veiled threats about

using  tactical  nuclear  weapons.[4]  The  future  of

warfare  that  the  authors  of  Space  and  Missile

Wars predicted is here. 

Space and Missile Wars presents a panoply of

essays examining the current and projected near-

future strategic environment in the space, missile,

and nuclear sectors. Drawing from the authors’ di‐

verse sources of expertise in space- and missile-re‐

lated matters, Space and Missile Wars does an ex‐

cellent  job  of  both  orienting  the  reader  to  long-

standing and emerging dilemmas in  these  fields

and  offering  modest  proposals  for  progress  on

arms control, strategic signaling, and deterrence. 

Among the  many strengths  of  this  book are

the chapters by David Cooper, on long-term pro‐

spects  for  nuclear  missile  controls,  and  John

Maurer, on arms control among rivals. The former

emphasizes the intertwined relationship of  long-

range missile development with nuclear weapon

programs  and  advocates  for  measures  that  will

address  these  threats  in  tandem.  The  latter

thoughtfully  analyzes  how  states  may  prefer

“equality”  or  “equivalence”  approaches  to  arms

control depending on their strategic situations and

recommends  areas  where  negotiators  should  be

prepared to hold fast or grant concessions to max‐

imize their advantages. Separately, Xavier Pasco’s

French perspective on space security  provides a

fresh voice from an important ally that charts its

own strategic course in space matters, notably as‐

piring to develop laser weapons as  a  prominent

element of its space defense architecture. 

A  fascinating  speculative  chapter  by  Peter

Garretson outlines two different potential paths to

armed conflict in space—one arising from an es‐

sentially  terrestrial  dispute,  and  the  other  in‐



volving  competition  for  space  resources.  While

generally well thought-out, the chapter overlooks

one  important  development  that  has  already

taken place. When the author recommends legisla‐

tion and policy “to specify the Area of Responsibil‐

ity (AOR) as encompassing the entirety of the Cis-

Lunar theater” (p. 41), he fails to acknowledge that

United States Space Command’s AOR has already

been defined to encompass all of outer space bey‐

ond  one  hundred  kilometers  above  mean  sea

level.[5] 

For me, the most problematic chapter in the

book is Brian J. Chow’s discourse on space traffic

management (STM) measures. While it contains a

worthwhile  discussion  of  space  industry  trends

and some good ideas about what a US-led STM re‐

gime should look like, it displays significant mis‐

understandings about certain aspects of  interna‐

tional space law, particularly in its analysis of the

Liability  Convention’s  compensation  regime  for

damages caused by space objects (pp. 88-91, 96).[6]

It erroneously excludes damages caused by negli‐

gence from fault-based liability, then argues to em‐

ploy  an  absolute  liability  standard  for  damages

caused  in  space  without  acknowledging  how  it

would increase liability for launching states that

were not at fault. The chapter also seems to take

an overly rosy view of how a country’s unilater‐

ally declared “red lines” around its satellites could

influence customary international law (p. 91n13).

Fortunately, a later chapter, “Countering Co-Orbit‐

al ASATs: Warning Zones in GEO as a Lawful Trig‐

ger  for  Self-Defense,”  provides  a  significantly

more nuanced and persuasive argument for warn‐

ing zones in geosynchronous orbit, and how they

could  bolster  a  country’s  case  for  self-defense

while  complying  with  existing  treaty  require‐

ments. 

In  this  new era  of  great-power  competition,

Space and Missile Wars is a timely, insightful, and

informative book. I recommend it to anyone with

an interest in strategic space, missile, and nuclear

affairs. 

The views expressed are those of the author

and do not reflect the official guidance or position

of the United States Government, the Department

of  Defense,  the  United  States  Air  Force,  or  the

United States Space Force. 
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